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About “Three Aces” 

ThreeAces is a service for distribution of digital video games related to 
gambling industry. 

 ThreeAces acts as a service for downloading games and applications 
through internet to your personal computer or any other gadget as well as 
updates and news from gambling world. 

Besides ThreeAces provides a unique opportunity to make payments to a 
game and withdraw real money. 

ThreeAces creates a safe content for a player and at the same time it 
controls access areas for gambling worldwide. 

1. Opportunities

1.1 ThreeAces serves as technical means for protection of authorship rights. 

1.2  As ThreeAces downloads games directly from servers, it supersedes 
necessity to use an originator – an intermediate chain between a developer 
and a consumer. 

1.3  A developer is more flexible to respond to the needs of the gambling society 
and fully control distribution of games. 

1.4  A system of instant messages exchange with friends is integrated in to 
the software 

1.5  Automatic games update function 
1.6  Customers can enter societies, exchange achieved levels, sell and buy 

them through ThreeAces. 
1.7  Each and every customer can submit payments to his/her account and 

buy any game or gambling currency. 
1.8  Earn money in one game and spend it in another. Also achieved levels 

can be sold to other customers/players. 
1.9  The software will provide access to all latest gambling news – hot news, 

release dates, exhibitions, popular tournaments etc. 
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1.10 In games which are a part of ThreeAces system you can implement 
awards and achievements. For example a box or a case, or it can be a 
jewel-box or a purse to open which you need a key, that key can be 
purchased for real money. By opening the box a player can obtain unique 
awards, for instance pictures of your card, a present which other players 
do not have, a sticker to avatar and so on. 

1.11 ThreeAces monitors all games of a player and based on his/her 
achievements and time spent in the game, it grants levels to the players. 
As a result while crating lobby ThreeAces more thoroughly picks 
opponents. As compared to poker rooms when group game is over, 
ThreeAces determines those who risked more than others, those who had 
bigger points, who had luck, as well as all-in risk and grants awards and 
achievements to those who deserved them. 

2. Project realization.

2.1 This project will be realized as a software installed to a user’s computer, which 
will be linked to the main server. 

The software will have different sections in particular sections for gambling, profile, 
news, community etc. 

By this software a customer will get all advantages listed above. 

2.2 This software can also be downloaded to basic mobile operation systems, thus a 
user will automatically have access to his/her purchases, statement of balance etc. 

Server data base will have a base of game zones to control game access for real 
money. 

3. Multiplayer game

ThreeAces functions responsible for gambling through internet will be to derive a 
server list, check client versions and server to maintain compatibility between them 
as well as provide a server ThreeAces user account and block accounts found in 
unfair gambling by means of Anti-Cheat service, and to access all multiplayer 
ThreeAces games. 
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4. ThreeAces Cloud

This function allows saving game data such as personal configuration, settings. 

5. ThreeAces Community

ThreeAces-chat. 

5.1  ThreeAces Community creates personal web pages in ThreeAces system, 
creates groups and joins the group. In each group there is a chat, the number 
of people in the chat is displayed in the group page. 

5.2  Status of each user is displayed in his/her page. On line, off line, away, busy, 
in game (specifying the game) and asleep (inaccessible status for personal 
selection, which will be displayed automatically after two hour of idle time – in 
case mouse or keyboard are intact). Also personal web page displays time 
statistics for last 2 weeks separately for each game played. 

6. ThreeAces  inventory

A process for changing items from your inventory. 

While playing a game a player can get some awards in the form of an item, or a 
player can get a virtual realty, which can be accumulated in his/her inventory. 

7. Updates and off-line mode

When launching a ThreeAces client checks for updates for himself and all installed 
games on his computer. If ThreeAces starts installation of updates, a user can 
initiate a game but the installation of updates will be stopped. For multiplayer games 
updates are compulsory, as for single mode games ThreeAces provides an off-line 
mode in which you can play in ThreeAces games without internet and installation of 
compulsory updates. 

8. An opportunity for promotional events
Examples: 

Weekend sales 

Every weekend there are sales for one of several games, As a rule this is 50-75% 
discount. Thus, any gambling currency can be purchased much cheaper than 
usually. 
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Midweek event 

Each Wednesday ThreeAces offers significant discount for one or several games. 
As a rule this is a 50-75% discount. 

Deal of the day 

Each day a game is selected for a discount. Besides the deal of the day on 
Wednesdays there is also a midweek event. 

Week of a publisher 

Occasionally in ThreeAces there are significant discounts for a whole week for 
games of a particular publisher. 

9. Account operations

9.1 Creation of account 

A user can create an unlimited number of accounts. When ThreeAces is run for the 
first time, account creation button will be displayed automatically. A user must 
specify account name and a password, e-mail address can be used to restore the 
password as well as a secret question with an answer in case the user forgot the 
password. Account can be created through ThreeAces or through the store, 
however password restore request can be sent only through ThreeAces -client. 
Account name can contain Latin letters, digits and underscore “_” Besides account 
name must not be already registered as well as it must not contain such words as 
ThreeAces and company names — this is done to prevent any possibility to 
misrepresent oneself as the Company employees and administrators with a purpose 
of potential theft of a password. 

9.2 Games purchase 

ThreeAces user is eligible to download free and purchased games from ThreeAces 
servers from any place where ThreeAces -client can be used. Games can be 
purchased both separately (with some exceptions) and as a ‘package’ of games (in 
case there are such), which can be cheaper than the total cost of the same number 
of games purchased separately sometimes even several times cheaper (whereas 
one can download only a part of games from the package). 

All purchases are made from the desktop of ThreeAces -client or on the website of 
the store through any web browser whereas data are transferred through encrypted 
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links. To provide more security, payment data are not stored, therefore each time a 
purchase is to be made one have to introduce credit card data. Purchases are made 
with the help of virtual cart. In ThreeAces you have a wallet, to which you can 
transfer money and keep it there. Payments are possible either through this only 
wallet. 

9.3 Statistics 
9.3.1 Selling statistics 

ThreeAces provides selling statistics of the products (including retail if a game 
requires obligatory registration). As a result the developer receives prompt 
information regarding selling, which can be used to assess the success of the game 
as well as efficiency of promotional actions. 

9.3.2 Software and hardware 

ThreeAces gathers specific information from users’ computers. 

• Statistics of computers ‘core’ is gathered. Once a several months the statistics is
reset and another query is done. Information on computers is sent to the
Company only with the users consent. When statistics is being gathered a
special window is displayed requesting users information on internet speed,
availability of microphone. Results are published by the Company in public
access on official ThreeAces web site.

• Besides ThreeAces gathers information on availability or absence of such
software as Mozilla FireFox, OpenOffice.org etc.

9.3.3 Gaming process 

• Data on methods of passing the game, places in games, which caused most
complexity. This information for example can be used by the developers to make
decisions on revising balance.

• If a game uses achievement system linked to ThreeAces system, then statistics
page displays a percentage of players who made one achievement or another.
Part of this statistics is accessible by the users on official website.

9.4 Withdrawing winnings. 
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The Project implements possibility to withdraw winnings, which can be 
accumulated on the player’s account. 

Withdraw is possible only if a player is directly in game zones. 

Thus, this condition will provide withdrawing and replenishment of money only 
under legislative framework. 

There is minimal established amount for withdraw as well as maximal, after 
which the managers of the Company will have to check fairness of money won. 

To withdraw money a withdraw fee of ‘_’% is established. 
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